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Introduction 
This guide has been created to give you a quick overview 

of a few of the amazing guitar and music related apps 

which can be used with the Fusion Guitar.  

We will add more apps over the coming months and send 

you updated versions of the guide.  
 

The features apps are: 
 

 

JamUp Pro by Positive Grid 
 

 

GarageBand by Apple 
 

 

Ultimate Guitar: Chords and Tabs by Ultimate Guitar 
 

 

Guitar ToolKit by Agile Partners  
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JamUp Pro 
by Postive Grid 

 

Classic amps and effects pedals, recording, 
looping and jamming, to use anywhere.. 

 

JamUp Pro is a powerful iPhone and iPod multi-effects 
processor, seamlessly integrating with your Fusion Guitar.  

 

JamUp Pro gives you access to a ToneCloud® sharing community with 
over 10,000 presets from professional musicians, artists, and users. 

With over 3 million users worldwide, it has been featured in Macworld, 
Premier Guitar, Guitar World, Guitar Player, and more. 

 

With its intuitive drag-and-drop interface, JamUp enables you to arrange 
a studio-quality collection of amps and effects into your own custom rig 

presets. Get the optional expansion packs for access to an incredible 52 
classic amps and 50 essential stompbox effects. 
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Classic amps with hyper-realistic tube tone and feel.  

Now those classic amps tones you’ve always wanted can be yours. 

 
 

Each amp model and effect pedal has been developed using 

Positive Grid’s MESH multi-stage modeling technology, and has 

been meticulously tone-matched to the actual hardware.  

Below is a digital delay accurately emulating a Boss® DD3 pedal. 

 

All the normal controls of the DD3 are provided allowing you to 

accurately sculpt your sound. Giving you everything from chorus like 

shimmer to 1000ms atmospheric repeats. 

 Get the exact tone and feel you’ve been searching for.  
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JamUp Pro also includes a Jam Player, Looping Sampler, 

8-track Recorder, Preset Manager, Tuner, and Metronome. 

 
 

Import songs or backing tracks from your iTunes library to 

jam along to using the Jam Player. Adjust the tempo or 

pitch to suit your style of playing. 
 

Explore your creativity with the Looping Sampler.  

  

Easily record and layer multiple looped parts, control the volume 

of the overdubs then undo at any time to introduce a new parts.  
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Capture inspiration whenever it strikes. 

Never lose that great riff or composition idea again. 

With the built-in 8-track recorder you can capture your creativity or even 

laydown complete songs.  

 
 

A super accurate tuner and metronome is also included.  

 
 

JamUp Pro delivers a complete, professional 

processing and recording solution. 
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Join the worldwide community with 

JamUp’s ToneCloud® connectivity.  
Create, share, and download custom presets right inside JamUp 

Pro. Check out presets from top artists, staff picks, or user-

created tones from all over the world. 

 
 

JamUp now seamlessly integrates with the mobile version of 

Positive Grid’s BIAS Amp 2 Mobile app, instantly expanding 

JamUp Pro into a powerful and completely unified professional 

guitar system for live performance, recording, and jamming. 
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BIAS AMP 2 Mobile is a prsofesional virtual amp designer that 

offers 36 of the best vintage, modern and boutique amps in rock.  

The app gives you the power to create new sounds by designing 

your own dream amplifier, we’ll feature BIAS AMP 2 Mobile in 

the next update of the Fusion Apps Guide 

 
 

JamUp Pro Features: 

● Real-time guitar/bass amp and multi-effects processor 

● Seamless integration with BIAS Amp 2 Mobile 

● Simultaneously run 7 amp and effects models 

● 52 amps and 50 premium effects 

● Complete 8-track recorder system  

● Looping sampler  

● Jam Player - play backing tracks from your iTunes library  

● ToneCloud sharing, download over 10,000 artist and user presets  

● 128 slot preset manager 

● Built-in tuner/metronome 

● MIDI learning and assignment 

● Audiobus support in 3 slots 
 

iTunes: JamUp Pro by Positive Grid  
 

www.positivegrid.com 

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/jamup-pro/id454702113?mt=8
www.positivegrid.com
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GarageBand  
by Apple 

 

Make music anywhere you go. 
 

Provided free by Apple, GarageBand turns your 

Fusion Guitar into a fully featured recording studio.   
 

 GarageBand it makes it easy and fun to create music.  

Use your Fusion Guitar, virtual drums, keyboards, Touch Instruments, or 

a microphone to instantly record a performance on up to 32 tracks. 

 

 
 

Quickly and intuitively lay down and edit tracks 

to create songs. 
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Play your Fusion Guitar through classic amps 

and stompbox effects. 

10 classic amps are included covering everything from a 

Fender Twin, Marshall to a Mesa Boogie triple rectifier.  
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Classic stompbox effects are also included, 

each with multiple parameter controls. 

 

 

 

Use Acoustic Touch Drums, Smart Drums or the Beat 

Sequencer to quickly lay down a grove in your style. 
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The Loops Sequencer allows you to quickly create backing tracks from a 

library of professional quality percussion, keyboard and effects loops. 
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Intuitive Smart Instruments let you sound like a 
virtuoso within minutes. Allowing you to easily add 
bass, keyboards or strings to your arrangements.   

 
 

Several awesome synths and keyboards are included, everything 

from a grand piano to modern analogue and digital synths.  

Use the Arpeggiator to easily add depth and color to the track.  

 
 

Creating multi-track songs has never been so 

easy and fun! 
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GarageBand Features: 
 

Create a song anywhere you go 

● Record, arrange and mix your songs with up to 32 tracks  

● Use professional mixing effects - Visual EQ, Bitcrusher, and Overdrive 

● Record, mix and export songs at 24-bit audio resolution 

● Recreate legendary guitar rigs using virtual amps & stompboxes 

● Play a variety of musical instruments on the Multi-Touch keyboard 

● Build classic drum grooves with the Beat Sequencer 

● Free instruments, loops and sound packs from the Sound Library 

● Capture any sound and apply studio-class effects 

 

Drummer for iOS 

● Add virtual session drummers to your song who take direction and 

play over a million realistic grooves and fills 

● Choose from acoustic, electronic drummers and percussionists 

 

Sound like a virtuoso with Smart Instruments 

● Play an entire string orchestra using Smart Strings  

● Groove with a variety of Smart Basses using upright, electric, and 

synth sounds 

 

Share your songs 

● Share songs using email or Facebook, YouTube, and SoundCloud 

 

 

iTunes: GarageBand by Apple 

 

  

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/garageband/id408709785%23?platform=iphone
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Ultimate Guitar: Chords and Tabs  
by Ultimate Guitar 

 

Get the world's largest catalog of guitar & bass tabs, 

chords, and lyrics to help you master your favorite songs! 

Focus on guitar techniques or discover songs for particular 

moments with collections from professional guitarists. 
 

 
 

Ultimate Guitar Tabs has a vast catalog of songs to help you 

learn, showing you new chords, looping tricky sections and 

playing at a slower speed as you prefect your fingering.  

It’s both newbie-friendly and advanced enough for veteran 

shredders, with a cool suite of built-in tools, including a tuner and 

a metronome.   
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 Tab Pro tablature has individual track controls so you 

can solo the guitar section you’re learning or mute it 

and use the other tracks as a backing.  

 

 

Chords are shown for each song.  

Chord progressions can be simplified and even 

transposed to keys your more comfortable playing in.   
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Lyrics are included in easy to read 

tradition tab format with chord changes.  

The tab can be auto-scrolled allowing you to play right 

through the song without interruption.  

 
 

Links to Tonebridge Guitar Effects within the app to play 

16,000+ popular songs in their original guitar sound. 

 
 

Learning has never been so easy and fun. 
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Ultimate Guitar Features: 
 

● Guitar and bass chords, tabs, and lyrics for more than 800,000 songs 

● Get offline access to favorite tabs compiled in playlists 

● Watch videos to remember songs or use it as a backing track 

● Enjoy dark mode for a gig 

● Play songs note by note, at your pace using interactive tabs 

● Jam with over 7,000 HQ tabs that include backing tracks and 

synchronized lyrics 

● Hit the right tempo with Metronome 

● Use the built-in guitar tuner for accurate pitch  

● Transpose songs to the key that suits you best 

● Choose the most comfortable chord variation from the world's biggest 

library of chords  

● Make a difficult song easier with the Simplify function 

● Use autoscroll to avoid distractions during your practice  

● Switch to left-handed mode 

 

A must-have for any level of guitarist 

 

iTunes: Ultimate-Guitar-Chords-Tabs 
 

 

  

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ultimate-guitar-chords-tabs/id357828853?mt=8
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GuitarToolKit  
by Agile Partners  

 

Lighten your gig bag!  
GuitarToolkit delivers all your essential guitar tools - 

chords, scales & arpeggios, metronome and tuner.  
 

Easily learn new scales and chords to fit the scales. 
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Superb chromatic tuner - every bit as accurate as dedicated 

hardware tuners but far more flexible. 

Programmable metronome – essentially an intuitive easy to 

programmer drum sequencer.  

       
 

GuitarToolkit Features: 

 ● Tuner, chords, scales & arpeggios automatically adapt for the 

selected instrument & tuning. 

● Superb chromatic tuner, every bit as accurate as dedicated hardware 

tuners but far more flexible. 

● Massive library of over 2,000,000 chords, scales and arpeggios. 

Strum chords and tap notes to hear what they sound like.  

● Precision metronome can run in background while using other 

GuitarToolkit features or other apps.  

● Chord finder answers the question, "What chord is this?"  

● Universal: buy once and use on your iPhone, iPad & iPod touch  
 

iTunes: GuitarToolkit    

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/guitartoolkit-tuner-metronome-chords-scales/id284962368?mt=8

